Nice Work. A Job Well Done
INSIGHTS FROM AMERICA’S
BEST WORKPLACES

At Modernizing Medicine (modmed.com), our team leads with a transparent and engaging culture. Many of the employees have expressed that they personally relate to the company’s five values, which include: create customer delight; save time; innovate boldly, then make things happen; align passion with purpose; and think big, have fun, and do good. Modernizing Medicine is a dynamic place to work in the ever-changing health IT landscape with employees describing the atmosphere as “fun”.

Founded in 2010, Modernizing Medicine is headquartered in Boca Raton, FL and employs over 800 individuals.

Dragos has a global mission: to safeguard civilization from those trying to disrupt the industrial infrastructure we depend on every day. The expert practitioners who founded Dragos were drawn to this mission through decades of government and F500 private sector experience spent going head-to-head with skilled cyber attackers who threaten the world’s industrial infrastructure. Dragos currently protects hundreds of organizations and provides the industrial control systems community with select technology products, research, and thought leadership.

Our tagline is ‘safeguarding civilization’ not because we think highly of ourselves, but because the problems we are solving are critically important, today and in the years to come.”

Here at Tonic, our foundation is built on the values that we’ve developed as a team—Get Involved, Do the Right Thing, and Have Fun. We live and breathe these values on a daily basis while holding our teammates and clients accountable to them. Having a strong values system helps ensure that people are treated the way they should be, and is one of the reasons Tonic is a great place to work.

Designer Sarah Pigott walks in front of the Tonic Values Wall.